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Lunasol glasses are made from the crystal glass META Glass® and they represent 
a combination of traditional glassmaking craftsmanship and creative design. 

This is particularly evident within the first 3 glasses collections, 
which are hand-crafted. Nevertheless, as you can easily see,

 our other 11 machine-made collections are not lagging behind.   

At the end of this brochure, you will find a variety of starter sets
 as the ideal basic household equipment. 

The wide range of shapes and types of glasses make these products ideal
 guides for all beverage service needs.

3

Countless possibilities with
                                            glasses
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Green Wave
- Blown -

Mouth-blown glasses, developed in collaboration 
with top sommeliers. Each one of the four products

 is designed precisely for needs of wine.

Reveals the ideal fullness
 and intensity of aromas

Universal Glas
White Wine glass 

Excellent flowability

Optimal for full-flavoured 
wines

Bordeaux
Red Wine Glass  

Sparkle
Champagne Glass

Green Wave glasses have a made-to-measure chalice shape for the best possible gourmet drinking experience.
 The unique chalice base ensures premium oxygenation and release of all the wine flavour components and aromas. 

When the glass is slightly tilted, wine flows in a perfect wave, just like water in the sea.

New World
Red Wine Glass 

4

Universal glass shape
 - also suitable for lighter red wines

Excellent glass

For heavy wines 
- perfect release of aromas

Excellent flowability for wines 
with higher alcohol content

Leaves beautiful wine
 legs on the walls.

The chalice shape allows a quick 
release of aromatic substances

Sparkling wine bubbles are concentrated
 in the centre of the chalice.

Excellent flowability on the walls

Ideal chalice for perfect
 flavour enhancement

Sparkling wine bubbles are concentrated 
in the centre of the chalice.

Excellent flowability along
 the walls of the glass.

Unleash the wave of experiences
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Bordeaux
Red Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322631  Art.Nr. 322632    

235 mm 110 mm530 ml 235 mm 110 mm765 ml

Universal Glas
White Wine Glass 

Art.Nr. 322630 

235 mm 90 mm400 ml

Sparkle
Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322633 

235 mm 66 mm220 ml

Green Wave

New World
Red Wine Glass
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Flow
- Blown -

Handmade glasses according to an old tradition.
Shaped by glassmakers with know-how passed down

 from generation to generation.

Hot glass is magical. Liquid like honey.
The glassmaker has only a few seconds to shape it.

That's why they first scoops the glass mass onto a glass 
pipe and blows the unique shape of the chalice by making 

circular movements. Each movement is unique 
and resembles a dance. The result is a perfect work 
of human hands - a unique glass on a stem Flow.

8 9

Handcrafted fantasy
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White Wine Glass White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass 

Art.Nr. 321700 Art.Nr. 321701 Art.Nr. 321702

255 mm 75 mm280 ml 270 mm 88 mm450 ml 285 mm 100 mm650 ml

Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 321703

258 mm 72 mm300 ml

Flow
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21st Century 21st Century

Hand-painted glasses in gold and platinum colours will become the jewel
 of your table setting. They look luxurious and exclusive, even though their design 

is soft. Both alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages will stand out in them. 
They are ideal for festive occasions.

Cup with a stripe in gold color Cup with 3 stripes in gold color

Cup with 3 stripes in platinum colorCup with a stripe in platinum color

Art.Nr. 322193

98 mm 89 mm440 ml

Art.Nr. 322197

98 mm 89 mm440 ml

Art.Nr. 322194

98 mm 89 mm440 ml

Art.Nr. 322196

98 mm 89 mm440 ml
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All glasses are produced by using a traditional two-stage production process. 
First, the cup is blown and then the stem is heated and glued on.

The only exception is the 21st Century and Century collection, 
made with the ground-breaking “drawn stem" technology. 

During this production process, the entire glass mass 
is poured into a mould, from which an all-glass product is formed. 

The advantage of this technology is the higher strength of the product.

glasses
Made in a glasswork dating back to 1892. 

Marked by tradition, years of experience and passion for the craft. 
They will delight gastronomes and every connoisseur.

All glasses are unlabelled as standard. The 
stated volume is measured to the rim.

14 15

Perfect machine production
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The high-quality crystal glass is made without lead. It is a mixture 
of precious metal oxides with beautiful colours and spectacular sound.

During production, high ecological standards are maintained, 
which protects our environment and thus the human being. 

For this reason, the glass does not contain any lead.

At the same time, the quality of produced glasses is particularly high. 
The glasses remain spotlessly clean even after 1,500 dishwasher cycles.

The rim of the glass is handled by laser, which makes the rim stronger,
 thus improving its excellent features for using in the catering industry.

META Glass®
     All Lunasol glasses are made of META Glass® crystal glass. META Glass® 

                                  is a registered trademark of 

16 17

Laser cut Lead-free
quality Crystal Glass

Intense wine 
bouquet

Unrivalled features
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Diamond shape, elegant modern design – these features characterize 
the 21st Century glasses. Thanks to the high-quality production
process  and carefully designed geometric shape of the chalice, 

they have exceptionally thin walls that retain their strength.

21st Century

White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322160 Art.Nr. 322182 Art.Nr. 322183 Art.Nr. 322184

225 mm 81 mm400 ml 240 mm 95 mm650 ml 250 mm 101 mm810 ml 245 mm 70 mm250 ml

Tumbler Glass Longdrink

Art.Nr. 322192 Art.Nr. 322195

98 mm 86 mm440 ml 119 mm 89 mm515 ml

21st Century
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The Optima Line glasses have a chalice decorated with longish grooves. 
This slightly changes the shape visually, which makes the glass

 even more interesting. In this collection, we have produced
 stemmed glasses, as well as long drink tumblers.

Optima Line

White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322675 Art.Nr. 322676 Art.Nr. 322677

211 mm 88 mm430 ml 233 mm 96 mm570 ml 244 mm 99 mm660 ml

Longdrink

Art.Nr. 322678

144 mm 79 mm490 ml

Optima Line
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White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322670 Art.Nr. 322671 Art.Nr. 322672

211 mm 88 mm430 ml 233 mm 96 mm570 ml 244 mm 98 mm660 ml

Tumbler Glass Longdrink

Art.Nr. 321808 Art.Nr. 321807

90 mm 79 mm300 ml 144 mm 79 mm500 ml

Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 321803

252 mm 66 mm210 ml

Optima glasses have a rounded body, in which every drink can be perfectly unfolded. 
You will also be inspired by delicate design and thin stem.

Optima Optima
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21st Century Color
The 21st Century Colour glasses will enrich your table. Not only with their 
different colours, but also with their wide range of uses, they are perfect 

for serving refreshing summer drinks or desserts.

Longdrink Lightblue

Art.Nr. 322650

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

Longdrink Beige

Art.Nr. 322654

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

Longdrink Green

Art.Nr. 322651

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

Longdrink Grey

Art.Nr. 322655

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

Longdrink Yellow 

Art.Nr. 322652

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

Longdrink Pink

Art.Nr. 322653

119 mm 89 mm515 ml

21st Century Color
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You will simply love glasses from the Crystal collection with their traditionally 
rounded shape. They are produced as a variety of wine glasses and tumblers 

that are perfect for serving wine, drinks, lemonade or mineral water.

Crystal

White Wine Glass White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 321800 Art.Nr. 321801 Art.Nr. 321802

215 mm 77 mm340 ml 225 mm 83 mm450 ml 240 mm 88 mm570 ml

Tumbler Glass

Art.Nr. 321804

100 mm 79 mm330 ml

Tumbler Glass Longdrink

Art.Nr. 321808 Art.Nr. 321807

90 mm 79 mm300 ml 144 mm 79 mm500 ml

Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 321803

252 mm 66 mm210 ml

Crystal
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The Benu glasses are characterised by their higher walls, which creates a unique
 impression when drinking. This collection includes a small tumbler and stemmed water glass.

Benu

White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass

Tumbler Glass

Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322060 Art.Nr. 322061 Art.Nr. 322140

Art.Nr. 322105

Art.Nr. 322141

221 mm 88 mm530 ml 232 mm 93 mm650 ml 257 mm 109 mm850 ml

95 mm 84 mm350 ml

228 mm 70 mm205 ml

Cup

Art.Nr. 322142

150 mm 79 mm310 ml

Benu
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The Century collection is a 21st Century hybrid collection
 for stemmed glasses, expanded to include tumbler glasses
 with a solid bottom. Their shape also resembles a diamond, 
making them ideal for serving apéro drinks and lemonade.

Century

Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322181 Art.Nr. 322183 Art.Nr. 322184

240 mm 88 mm520 ml 250 mm 101 mm810 ml 245 mm 70 mm250 ml

White Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322180

225 mm 81 mm400 ml

Tumbler Glass Longdrink

Art.Nr. 322190 Art.Nr. 322191

98 mm 84 mm350 ml 140 mm 84 mm500 ml

Century
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Bring a breath of fresh air to your table with the design of Anno glasses 
with their round shape and thin walls. In addition

 to the stemmed glasses, you'll also love both of the tumblers
 with their unique structure at the bottom of the glass.

Anno

White Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Red Wine Glass Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322100 Art.Nr. 322101 Art.Nr. 322140 Art.Nr. 322141

184 mm 79 mm310 ml 207 mm 89 mm450 ml 257 mm 109 mm850 ml

Cup Tumbler Glass Longdrink

Art.Nr. 322142 Art.Nr. 322143 Art.Nr. 322144

150 mm 79 mm310 ml 87 mm 80 mm300 ml 140 mm 67 mm350 ml

228 mm 70 mm205 ml

Anno
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The entry-level glasses collection in our offer. The tumblers have robust walls, 
solid design and perfect price-performance ratio.

White Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322020

197 mm 73 mm280 ml

Red Wine Glass

Art.Nr. 322021

207 mm 78 mm380 ml

Longdrink

Art.Nr. 321037

158 mm 62 mm330 ml

Tumbler Glass

Art.Nr. 321033

95 mm 78 mm280 ml

BasicBasic
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Double Wall Glass

Espresso Cup Cappuccino Cup Caffe Latte Cup

Art.Nr. 321236 Art.Nr. 321235 Art.Nr. 321237

60 mm 57 mm70 ml 80 mm 75 mm190 ml 93 mm 87 mm250 ml

Latte Macchiato Cup

Art.Nr. 321230

142 mm 75 mm330 ml

Mug

Art.Nr. 321232

113 mm 85 mm300 ml

Double Wall Glass
Double-walled glasses are one of the design trends of recent years. 

They are ideal for cold and hot food and drinks. Thanks to the layer of air 
between walls of glass, amuse - bouchées and hot drinks, desserts and soups 

mantain the right serving temperature.



Univers
With their shape, Univers glasses are a versatile addition

to all collections. You will find a glass for champagne, water, drink, 
beer, whisky or liqueur.

Cup

Art.Nr. 322142

150 mm 79 mm310 ml

Champagne Glass

Art.Nr. 322141

228 mm 70 mm205 ml

Art.Nr. 322140

257 mm 109 mm850 ml

Red Wine Glass

Wave Whiskey Glass Shot/Liqueur Glass

Art.Nr. 321971 Art.Nr. 321970

96 mm 81 mm240 ml 85 mm 45 mm50 ml

Beer Glass

Art.Nr. 321974

148 mm 78 mm300 ml

Art.Nr. 321973

175 mm 96 mm500 ml

Beer Glass

Univers

41
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21st Century

Optima Line

OptimaCrystal

Benu Century

21st Century Color

Anno

Basic Double Wall Glass

The creativity of professionals
 in your hands

The creativity of professionals in your hands

Be inspired and carried away by Lunasol glasses to produce
 unique creations. There are no limits to your imagination. 

Our glasses are ideal for any use, from wines and drinks, 
serving desserts to delicious smoothies and appetizers.

Each Lunasol glass is special and will inspire a whole 
new sense of what's interesting to serve in it.
Even only water tastes better in these stylish cups. 
Choose the shape that is most pleasing to your eye
and expresses your lifestyle.
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Starter set
With our starter sets you get everything you need to serve

 a variety of drinks.

Premium Glas Crystal

Optima Line

Art.Nr. 321809

Art.Nr. 322689

21st  Century

Optima

Art.Nr. 322165

Art.Nr. 322683

Art.Nr. 322042

6ｘRed Wine Glass 650 ml
6ｘWhite Wine Glass 380 ml

6ｘLongdrink 500 ml

6ｘRed Wine Glass 650 ml
6ｘWhite Wine Glass 400 ml

6ｘLongdrink 500 ml

6ｘRed Wine Glass 570 ml
6ｘWhite Wine Glass 340 ml
6ｘChampagne Glass 210 ml

6ｘRed Wine Glass 660 ml
6ｘWhite Wine Glass 430 ml

6ｘLongdrink 500 ml

6ｘRed Wine Glass 660 ml
6ｘWhite Wine Glass 430 ml

6ｘLongdrink 490 ml

Benu Basic Premium

Starter set



Create unforgettable moments with                          glasses.

We guarantee good and safe packaging of the glasses.



www.solaswiss.com


